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Imagining Mexico in 1910 : Visions
of the Patria in the Centennial Celebration
in Mexico City*
MICHAEL J. GONZALES
Abstract. Mexico’s 1910 Centenario reﬂected a popular trend in Western Europe and
its former colonies to use centenaries of important historical events to promote
political programmes and philosophies through the construction of historical
memory. Centennial organisers in Mexico linked Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla and Jose´
Maria Morelos to President Porﬁrio Dı´az in words and symbols, and associated
state formation and civic culture with Liberal leaders and policies, such as public
education, material progress and secularism. The planners also promoted Morelos
as a mestizo icon and symbol for national identity and integration, while they
simultaneously celebrated Mexico’s pre-Columbian cultures and criticised contem-
porary natives as impediments to progress. The Centennial’s audience included
hundreds of thousands of Mexicans as well as foreigners from around the globe,
who came away with diﬀerent impressions based on their cultural perspectives,
political philosophies and material interests. Following the overthrow of Dı´az in
1911, Mexico’s revolutionary governments continued to use Independence Day
celebrations to promote their programmes, including some whose origins lay in the
Porﬁriato. As we approach the bicentenary of Latin American independence, com-
peting visions of patrias will likely surface and provide insights into the construction
of historical memory and contemporary political discourse.
Keywords : Mexico, Porﬁrio Dı´az, centennial, independence, nation building, state
building, Liberalism, mestizaje
As midnight approached on the evening of 15 September 1910, an estimated
100,000 people crowded into Mexico City’s Plaza de la Constitucio´n
(El Zo´calo) to commemorate the centennial of Father Miguel Hidalgo y
Costilla’s cry for political independence from imperial Spain.1 In staging the
event, organisers had decorated the facades of downtown buildings and
mansions with electric lights, ﬂags and portraits of revolutionary heroes,
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and had commissioned military bands to roam the streets playing patriotic
marches.2 Oﬃcials had also draped the national Cathedral with electric lights
in the national colours of white, green and red, and had placed neon designs
at the bases of the twin towers that read: ‘1810 Libertad ’ and ‘1910
Progreso. ’3 Fireworks preceded the widely anticipated Grito, the president’s
annual cheer celebrating Mexico’s independence heroes and the patria. One
eyewitness observed that ‘ the night was cold, but people perspired and
fainted and swooned from heat and lack of air. One could not fall in such a
crowd; some, weary, slept on foot. ’4 Earlier that day, President Porﬁrio Dı´az,
whose Liberal government had governed Mexico since 1876, had celebrated
his eightieth birthday with 15,000 specially invited guests at Chapultepec
Castle, where both he and Sen˜ora Dı´az had appeared ‘delightfully ani-
mated. ’5
Mexico’s 1910 Centenario reﬂected a popular trend in Western Europe
and its former colonies to celebrate centenaries of important political and
cultural events, including revolutions that had changed national histories.
Centennials expressed both elite and popular attitudes toward historic
moments and individuals, and contributed to the creation of secular heroes
and holidays, a process encouraged in the widely read works of the French
positivist, Auguste Comte, and the Scottish historian, Thomas Carlyle.
Centennials of revolutions also served as battlegrounds for competing
political communities to construct collective memory and political culture
through images and words. As such, they provided unique opportunities for
those in power to justify their programmes through historical associations
with heroic ﬁgures and seminal events, as well as the chance for their political
opponents to propose counter-narratives.6 As a rule, republican govern-
ments tolerated more dissent from political adversaries than monarchical or
dictatorial regimes, although repression of free speech and the right to dis-
agree sometimes provoked violent responses.
2 Ge´naro Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica oﬁcial de las ﬁestas del Primer Centenario de la Independencia de Me´xico
(Mexico City, 1911), pp. 142–50.
3 Frederick Starr, Mexico and the United States (Chicago, 1914), p. 34. Starr was a distinguished
anthropologist and future president of the University of Chicago. 4 Ibid., p. 61.
5 El Diario, 15 Sept. 1910. Oﬃcially, Mexican Independence Day is 16 September but
Mexicans traditionally began celebrating it the preceding evening, culminating in the tra-
ditional Grito at midnight. Dı´az governed from 1876 to 1880 and from 1884 to 1911. From
1880 to 1884 his close friend, General Manuel Gonza´lez, occupied the presidency because
the constitution, and Dı´az’s advocacy of no re-election before 1876, compelled him to step
aside. In 1884 the constitution was amended to allow Dı´az to succeed himself. Liberals had
governed continuously since the Restored Republic in 1867, following Benito Jua´rez’s
overthrow of the Emperor Maximilian.
6 Roland Quinault, ‘The Cult of the Centenary, c. 1784–1914’, Historical Research, vol. 71, no.
176 (Oct. 1998), pp. 303–23; Robert Gildea, The Past in French History (New Haven, 1994),
Introduction.
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In nineteenth-century Mexico, Independence Day celebrations served as
forums for elites to promote political philosophies and programmes through
critiques of the Spanish colonial experience and the actions and programmes
of revolutionary leaders. Liberals criticised the colonial era and praisedMiguel
Hidalgo y Costilla and Jose´ Maria Morelos y Pavo´n, whose largely indigenous
movements had attacked Spanish peninsular elites, adopted the Virgin of
Guadalupe as their standard, and symbolised radical change adaptable to
Liberals’ political agenda. Conversely, Conservatives identiﬁed with Spanish
culture, supported the Catholic Church, and praised Agustı´n de Iturbide,
whose ‘Army of the Three Guarantees ’ had promised social, racial and re-
ligious stability. Disputes over ideology and programmes deeply divided the
nation, and led Conservatives to place personal interests over national inter-
ests by supporting France’s imposition of the Emperor Maximilian in 1862.7
Benito Jua´rez’s victory overMaximilian eventually led to the rise ofGeneral
Porﬁrio Dı´az to the presidency in 1876, whose blend of liberalism, positivism
and authoritarianism achieved political stability and economic growth. In
1910, Dı´az and his inner circle used the Centennial of Mexico’s independence
struggle to promote the regime’s achievements within the context of their
oﬃcial version of Mexican history. Centennial planners honoured Hidalgo
and Morelos and presented a historical genealogy in words and symbols that
linked these founding fathers with the dictator. As such, the Centennial at-
tempted to conﬂate identity with the nation with identity with the regime, and
to associate state formation and civic culture with Liberal leaders and policies.
The Centennial’s planners delivered their message through a variety of
visual statements, such as parades, monuments, public buildings and com-
memorative stamps, as well as academic conferences, speeches and oﬃcial
publications. The intended result was an image of peace, order and progress,
and Mexico’s acceptance by Western Europe and the United States as a
modern nation. The carefully orchestrated series of month-long events
conveyed multi-layered messages addressed to rich and poor, literate and
illiterate, Mexican and foreigner.
7 Michael Costeloe, ‘The Junta Patrio´tica and the Celebration of Independence in Mexico
City, 1825–1855 ’, in William H. Beezley and David E. Lorey (eds.), Viva Mexico ! Viva La
Independencia ! Celebrations of September 16 (Wilmington, 2001), pp. 43–77 ; Javier Rodrı´guez
Pin˜a, ‘Conservatives Contest the Meaning of Independence, 1846–1855 ’, in ibid., pp.
101–31; Robert H. Duncan, ‘Embracing a Suitable Past : Independence Celebrations under
Mexico’s Second Empire, 1864–66’, Journal of Latin American Studies, vol. 30, no. 2 (1998),
pp. 249–77; Guy Thomson, ‘Liberalism and Nation-Building in Mexico and Spain during
the Nineteenth Century ’, in James Dunkerley (ed.), Studies in the Formation of the Nation State
in Latin America (London, 2002), pp. 189–211. This valuable collection of essays also fea-
tures an important contribution by Alan Knight, ‘The Weight of the State in Modern
Mexico ’, pp. 212–53. For a review essay of relevant literature see Michiel Baud, ‘Beyond
Benedict Anderson : Nation-Building and Popular Democracy in Latin America ’,
International Review of Social History, vol. 50, no. 3 (2005), pp. 485–99.
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The 1910 celebration represented the culmination of the Liberal era
in modern Mexican history. The Centennial featured a modernised Mexico
City, a ceremonial reconciliation between Mexico and Spain, a historical
parade (desﬁle histo´rico) that presented a liberal version of Mexican history, and
the promotion of Morelos as a mestizo icon and symbol for national identity
and integration. The Centennial combined methods of expression com-
monplace in colonial celebrations, such as banners, ﬁreworks and allegorical
carriages,8 with innovations found at international fairs, especially exhibitions
promoting economic and cultural achievements.9 The celebration also
unveiled monuments honouring independence and Liberal leaders, museum
renovations, and institutional improvements, such as new schools, an asylum
for the insane, and public works projects.
The Centennial’s audience included hundreds of thousands of Mexico City
residents as well as visitors from the provinces, the United States, Europe and
Asia. The international press described the celebration in positive terms, and
the liberal press characterised the events as festive, patriotic and popular.
Nevertheless, eye-witness testimony of public behaviour and criticism by the
conservative press revealed variations in interpretation based on ideological,
cultural or national perspectives. Foreign dignitaries and journalists, who
were treated as guests of honour, viewed events from privileged vantage
points and praised the regime, whose policies favoured foreign investors. On
the other hand, Conservative elites predictably objected to the Centennial’s
portrayal of Mexican history, and the popular classes viewed things from
diﬀerent cultural perspectives and oﬀered distinctive interpretations.
The organisers’ portrayal and treatment of indigenous people also revealed
the ambivalence of Liberal elites towards this group. While the Centennial
celebrated the nation’s pre-Columbian cultures with museum exhibits,
international congresses, and a special tour of Teotihuaca´n, elites considered
contemporary natives a drag on development and an embarrassment. During
the Centennial, they attempted to keep natives from public view except as
historical props in the Desﬁle Histo´rico and as living manikins in museum
displays. The Centennial’s promotion of acculturation through public
8 Sergio Alejandro Canedo Gamboa, ‘The First Independence Celebrations in San Luis
Potosi, 1824–1847’, in Beezley and Lorey (eds.), Viva Mexico !, pp. 77–87. For a discussion
of the largest colonial-era public festivals in Mexico City, see Linda A. Curcio-Nagy, The
Great Festivals of Colonial Mexico City : Performing Power and Identity (Albuquerque, 2004).
9 Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fairs : Crafting a Modern Nation (Berkeley,
1993). On the 1910 Centennial, see Mauricio Tenorio-Trillo, ‘1910 Mexico City : Space and
Nation in the City of the Centenario ’, Journal of Latin American Studies, vol. 28, no. 3 (1996),
pp. 75–105, which provides an excellent discussion of the transformation of Mexico City ;
and Annick Lempe´rie`re, ‘Los dos centenarios de la independencia mexicana (1910–1921) :
de la historia patria a la antropologı´a cultural ’, Historia Mexicana, vol. 45, no. 2 (1995),
pp. 317–53.
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education and mestizaje can also be read as criticism of indigenous culture.
For their part, some Indians demonstrated mistrust of the federal govern-
ment by refusing to participate in the Desﬁle Histo´rico.10
The Centennial provided other glimpses of political dissent. The Mexico
City Town Council, a lingering bastion of Spanish inﬂuence, pressured
organisers to include Agustı´n de Iturbide in theDesﬁle Histo´rico, and maderistas
twice disrupted the celebration and bravely confronted the police. As events
would shortly reveal, the Centennial was Dı´az’s grand ﬁnale. Francisco I.
Madero’s call to arms in November would be answered by a me´lange
of agrarian rebels, anarchists and political opportunists who would carry
the ﬁght from the countryside to the national capital. After Dı´az’s resig-
nation, revolutionary governments continued to use Independence Day
celebrations, including another centennial in 1921, to promote their pro-
grammes and ideology. While oﬃcials and supporters demonised Dı´az and
the Porﬁriato in a new version of Mexican history, revolutionary governments
simultaneously reframed many liberal era programmes, including public
education, anti-clericalism, and the promotion of the mestizo nation, under
the imprimatur of revolutionary nationalism.11
10 The term ‘Indian’ is used with reluctance here as a generic expression to describe Mexico’s
mostly rural population that was genetically indigenous and spoke pre-Columbian lan-
guages. Nevertheless, it is important to note that persons with these characteristics could
be viewed as mestizos, depending on their degree of acculturation. In the end, Indians were
more socially than racially constructed by outsiders. In addition, Indians themselves lacked
any sense of shared pan-Indian consciousness, and identiﬁed with their local communities
and leaders. Those who migrated to urban areas, of course, struggled to maintain these ties
and experienced faster rates of acculturation. In 1910, the national census estimated that
Indians constituted one-third of the national population, which Manuel Gamio doubled by
including central Mexico’s large bi-lingual population. Needless to say, the term ‘mestizo ’
was also more socially than racially constructed, and referred to persons of mixed in-
digenous and European heritage as well as to acculturated natives. See Alan Knight,
‘Racism, Revolution, and Indigenismo : Mexico, 1910–1940’, in Richard Graham (ed.), The
Idea of Race in Latin America, 1870–1940 (Austin, 1990), pp. 72–8.
11 The most comprehensive analysis of the Mexican Revolution remains Alan Knight, The
Mexican Revolution, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 1986). Readers seeking a more synthetic discussion
can consult Michael J. Gonzales, The Mexican Revolution, 1910–1940 (Albuquerque, 2002). On
the 1921 Centennial, see Elaine C. Lacy, ‘The 1921 Centennial Celebration of Mexico’s
Independence : State Building and Popular Negotiation ’, in Beezley and Lorey (eds.), Viva
Mexico !, pp. 199–233. Public education as revolutionary policymaking and contested cul-
tural terrain is discussed by Mary Kay Vaughan, The State, Education, and Social Class in Mexico,
1880–1928 (DeKalb, 1982) ; Mary Kay Vaughan, Cultural Politics in Revolution : Teachers, Peasants,
and Schools in Mexico, 1930–1940 (Tucson, 1997) ; and Elsie Rockwell, ‘Schools of the
Revolution : Enacting and Contesting State Forms in Tlaxcala, 1910–1930’, in Gilbert M.
Joseph and Daniel Nugent (eds.), Everyday Forms of State Formation : Revolution and the
Negotiation of Rule in Modern Mexico (Durham, 1994), pp. 170–209. On anti-clericalism and
Church-State conﬂict see Jean A. Meyer, trans. Richard Southern, The Cristero Rebellion : The
Mexican People Between Church and State (Cambridge, 1976). Perhaps the most graphic ex-
amples of state-sponsored demonising of Dı´az and the Porﬁrians are the famous murals of
Diego Rivera that decorate government buildings in downtown Mexico City.
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The Mexican Centennial of 1910 in global perspective
The Mexican Centennial, viewed as an attempt to fashion historical memory
for political objectives, reﬂected an international trend in Europe and its
former colonies. Around the world centennial celebrations of revolutions
sparked debates among rival groups who contested the meaning of what had
been established, altered or destroyed. There has been some excellent
research on this theme for France, and historians have noted its import-
ance for other countries. A brief look here at a handful of centennial
celebrations elsewhere will introduce some common threads and points of
comparison with Mexico.
The French Revolution had inspired Latin American independence
movements, and the impact of this ‘mother revolution’ was still being de-
bated by the French a century later. The centennial of the French Revolution
in 1889 was organised by a republican government to celebrate ‘Liberty,
Equality and Fraternity ’ and the ‘Declaration of the Rights ofMan, ’ principles
that had inspired democracy and citizenship in theWest. At the same time, the
celebration gave Frenchmonarchists and Catholics the opportunity to present
counter-narratives that criticised the Revolution for doing more harm than
good. They focused on the violent excesses of the Terror ; mourned the ex-
ecution of Louis XVI, whom they viewed as a political reformer ; portrayed
the French as pious defenders of the Catholic Church (for example, in the
Vende´e), and lamented the Church’s diminished role in education, culture and
society.12These convictions found ideological kinship and political expression
in Mexico, where conservatives recoiled from the memory of the Hidalgo
Rebellion (including the slaughter of Spaniards at the Alho´ndiga de
Granaditas), supported the empires of Agustı´n I and Maximilian, and cham-
pioned the Catholic Church before and after the Porﬁriato.13
Commemorations of political independence in other former European
colonies, such as the United States and Southern Africa, also reveal the
12 Gildea, The Past in French History, chaps. I and V; Martin Simpson, ‘Taming the Revolution?
Legitimists and the Centenary of 1789 ’, English Historical Review, vol. 120, no. 486 (2005),
pp. 340–64 ; Charles Rearick, ‘Festivals in Modern France : The Experience of the Third
Republic ’, Journal of Contemporary History, vol. 12, no. 3 (1977), pp. 435–60 ; and Charles
Rearick, ‘Festivals and Politics : The Michelet Centennial of 1898’, in Thomas Laqueur and
George L. Mosse (eds.), Historians in Politics (Beverly Hills, 1974), pp. 59–79.
13 On the Hidalgo Rebellion and related events, see Eric Van Young, The Other Rebellion :
Popular Violence, Ideology, and the Mexican Struggle for Independence, 1810–1821 (Stanford, 2001).
One of Hidalgo’s early critics was the Conservative politician and historian, Lucas Alama´n:
see hisHistoria de Me´jico, vol. II (Mexico, 1942), ﬁrst published between 1844 and 1849. Van
Young is currently writing a biography of Alama´n. On Iturbide, see Timothy E. Anna, The
Mexican Empire of Iturbide (Lincoln, 1990). Important books on the period of the ‘Reform’
include Margaret Chowning, Wealth and Power in Provincial Mexico : Michoaca´n from the Late
Colony to the Revolution (Stanford, 1999), and Florencia E. Mallon, Peasant and Nation : The
Making of Postcolonial Mexico and Peru (Berkeley, 1995).
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conﬂicting historical constructions of the colonisers, the colonised and
the enslaved. In 1876, the United States’ Centennial predictably ignored the
historical contributions of African Americans, reﬂecting the whites’ control
over national politics, institutionalised racism, and the legacy of slavery.
However, Black newspapermen in Cincinnati, Ohio, responded to this
omission by commissioning an eighteen-volume history of African
Americans, and the historian, George Washington Williams, recalled that
African slaves had created the Republic of Haiti. Angry Blacks also published
the ‘Negro Declaration of Independence ’, which accused the United States
of failing to protect their constitutional rights while forcing them to pay
taxes.14 Such protests indicate the appearance of counter-narratives among
educated African-Americans, and foreshadow more balanced histories and
public perceptions of Blacks following the Civil Rights movement of the
1960s.
The Anglo-Boer War’s centenary in 1999 occurred within a political en-
vironment that invited reconstructions of the conﬂict by the colonised.
Previous commemorations of the war, organised under Afrikaner govern-
ments, stressed the heroism of the Boers and the barbarity of the British
concentration camps, with references in the press to Lord Kitchener as a
‘British Hitler ’ and to Elizabeth II as the ‘great grand-daughter of a cruel
Queen’.15 The centenary was organised, however, following the rise to power
of the African National Congress. President Thobo Mbeki’s government
linked Boers and Africans together in a common struggle against British
imperialism, and saw it as an opportunity for ‘nation-building ’ and ‘national
reconciliation’.16 On the other hand, grim reminders of British concentration
camps for Africans and apartheid created a public discourse characterised as
an ‘Olympics of suﬀering ’. Such contested terrain over historical memory
emerged from an inverted political environment that permitted Africans to
challenge the traditional narrative.17
As we approach the bicentennial of Latin American independence, we can
anticipate contested visions of historical memory in forthcoming national
celebrations. In Bolivia President Evo Morales has already linked his populist
indigenous movement with pre-Columbian symbols and revolutionary icons,
and has promised his native followers meaningful reforms to reverse
centuries of poverty. At his inauguration Morales invoked such diverse
14 Philip S. Foner, ‘Black Participation in the Centennial of 1876 ’, Phylon, vol. 39, no. 4 (1978),
pp. 282–96.
15 Bill Nasson, ‘Commemorating the Anglo-Boer War in the Post-Apartheid South Africa ’,
Radical History, vol. 78 (2000), p. 151. 16 Ibid., pp. 160–1.
17 Ibid., pp. 149–65; Albert Grundlingh, ‘Reframing Remembrance : The Politics of the
Centenary Commemoration of the South African War of 1899–1902 ’, Journal of South
African Studies, vol. 30, no. 2 (2004), pp. 359–75.
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revolutionaries as Manko Inca, Tupaj Katari and Che´ Guevara, adding:
‘ I wish to tell you, my Indian brothers, that the 500 year indigenous and
popular campaign of resistance has not been in vain_We’re taking over
now for the next 500 years. We’re going to put an end to injustice, to in-
equality. ’ The previous day, at the ancient city of Tiwanaku, Morales made an
oﬀering to Pachamama, the earth goddess, and appeared before the temple
of Kalasasaya, ‘barefoot and dressed as a sun priest_ [where]_ in front of
thousands of supporters, he received the baton, encrusted with gold, silver
and bronze, that will symbolise his Indian leadership. ’ Now that he has
raised the expectations of his followers, Morales must somehow devise, fund
and deliver reforms within a deeply divided political, economic and social
environment.18
Planning the Mexican Centennial
On 1 April 1907, President Dı´az appointed a ten-member commission to
organise the Centennial celebration, instructing them to glorify his pre-
sidency within the context of Mexican history.19 The Commission chair,
Guillermo Landa y Escando´n, the governor of the Federal District, pledged
to make the event ‘historically signiﬁcant ’ and to arouse ‘popular enthusi-
asm’ for the president’s ‘ service to the grand ideals that people desire who
seek to live in the bosom of civilisation ’.20
The idea for a gala Centennial celebration dates from the 1890s when
Antonio A. Medina y Ormaechea, a prominent lawyer, wrote a series of
articles and editorials inEl Foro, which he later published as a book.21 Medina
advocated linking the Centennial with an international exhibition that would
primarily serve to showcase Mexico’s economic potential for foreign in-
vestors and immigrants from the United States and Western Europe. Medina
also suggested massive construction projects in Mexico City, such as an
industrial palace and parks, whose usefulness would endure after the event.
Although he lamented the cultural and economic backwardness of Mexico’s
18 The quotations are from BBC News: news.bbc.co.uk ’, 22 Jan. 2006. For a recent assess-
ment of the Morales government, see James Dunkerley, ‘Evo Morales, the ‘‘Two Bolivias ’’
and the Third Bolivian Revolution’, Journal of Latin American Studies, vol. 39, no. 1 (2007),
pp. 139–66.
19 The ten-member committee consisted of Guillermo Landa y Escando´n (president),
Francisco D. Barroso, Serapion Ferna´ndez, Romulado Pasquel, Fernando Pimentel y
Fagoaga, Eugenio Rasco´n, Rafael Rebollar, Carlos Rivas, Manuel Va´zquez Tagle, and Jose´
Casarı´n (secretary) : see Memoria de los trabajos emprendidos y llevados a cabo por la comision n. del
centenario de la independencia designada por el presidente de la repu´blica el 1 de abril de 1907 (Mexico
City, 1910), p. 1. 20 Ibid., p. 2.
21 Antonio A. de Medina y Ormaechea, Iniciativa para celebrar el primir centenario de la independencia
de Me´xico con una exposicio´n universal (Mexico City, 1893).
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large Native American population, he praised the country’s workers, farmers,
artisans and intellectuals, whose industriousness would impress foreigners.
Clearly, for Medina the Centennial’s economic potential superseded its
patriotic and civic appeal, and his argument likely resonated with Mexico’s
leaders who had underwritten impressive exhibits at World Fairs to entice
foreign investment and immigration.22
The Centennial planners consciously courted foreign publicity and ac-
ceptance by inviting oﬃcial delegations from Europe, Asia, and the United
States, and by underwriting visits by journalists from major newspapers in
the United States, Europe and Canada. Planners also organised international
conferences and congresses and invited distinguished scholars and university
administrators from abroad with a professional interest in Mesoamerican
culture and history.23
At the same time the Centennial Commission also targeted the hearts and
minds of Mexicans. The organisers painted an oﬃcial history that linked
Independence era heroes with the Liberal icons, Benito Jua´rez and Porﬁrio
Dı´az, and promoted a civic culture to overshadow the Catholic Church’s
cultural and educational pre-eminence. National political and cultural in-
tegration – the forging together of Mexico’s disparate and racially diverse
provinces – beneﬁted from railway construction, urbanisation, consumerism
and expansion of the print media, all products of the Porﬁrian economic
‘miracle ’. Civic culture invented in Mexico City was designed to spread into
the provinces through secular schools and public events such as the
Centenario, and local-level Centennial committees organised patriotic events
and commissioned commemorative monuments, plaques, parks, schools,
hospitals and other structures.24 As a ﬁnal bonus, the Centennial provided
the perfect occasion for Liberals to honour Porﬁrio Dı´az, whose birthday
coincided with Mexican Independence Day. On the day the General turned
80, the traditional Grito would mark 100 years of independence, 50 years of
Liberal rule, and 34 years of dictatorial stability and progress.
22 For the 1889 Paris Exposition, for example, the Mexican government spent 1,900,000
pesos on the Mexican Pavilion and related activities, more than any other foreign country :
Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fairs, p. 50.
23 Programa General de las Festividades del Primer Centenario de la Proclamacio´n de la Independencia de
Me´xico (Mexico City, 1910) ; Garcia (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial.
24 Memoria de los trabajos, pp. 63–99. In addition to the national commission, there were 31
Comisiones Centrales, 301 Comisiones de Distrito, and 1,615 Comisiones Municipales : see
Memoria de los trabajos, p. 100. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper, celebrations of
Liberal viewpoints in the provinces could have encountered resistance in areas where the
Catholic Church, religious lay organisations and/or conservative civic organisations were
strongest. On the subject of civic and lay organisations, see the provocative book by Carlos
Forment, Democracy in Latin America, 1760–1900. Vol. I, Civic Selfhood and Public Life in Mexico
and Peru (Chicago, 2003).
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Financing the Centennial
Until the late nineteenth century the lack of political and ﬁnancial stability
made it diﬃcult for the federal government to fund anything other than
essential administrative tasks. However, the importance of Independence
Day to national identity formation, particularly during a period of conﬂict
over philosophical and political direction, created political opportunities that
could not be ignored. Political elites thus used Independence Day as a plat-
form to promote their particular party’s accomplishments and ideology
within the context of the Independence era. Elites with close ties to the party
in power formed Juntas Patrio´ticas and raised the necessary 5,000 to 7,000
pesos to fund traditional Independence Day celebrations, which typically
consisted of patriotic speeches, ﬁreworks and the distribution of political
literature.25
By 1910, following decades of political stability and economic develop-
ment, the federal government had more resources to spend on the
Centennial (see Table 1), and the organisers hoped that this would be sup-
plemented by donations from businesses, prominent citizens and pro-
fessionals. This was not unreasonable. Corporations had beneﬁted from the
pro-business policies of the Dı´az dictatorship, and Liberal politicians and
many professionals owed their careers to the regime. Moreover, the
Centennial was also designed to promote the accomplishments of the ad-
ministration and those associated with it. Still, only a handful of cabinet
secretaries made signiﬁcant donations to the Centennial Commission, pro-
fessionals gave sparsely, and many corporations donated nothing at all (see
Tables 2 and 3).
Table 1. Federal Allocations for Centennial Events, excluding Major Construction








Source : Memoria de los trabajos, p. 100.
25 Costeloe, ‘The Junta Patrio´ticas, 1825–1855 ’, in Beezley and Lorey (eds.), Viva Mexico !,
pp. 43–75; Rodrı´guez Pin˜a, ‘Conservatives Contest the Meaning of Independence,
1846–1855 ’, in ibid., pp. 101–31.
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This pattern of giving suggests that company directors viewed the
Centennial more as an advertising opportunity than a political obligation.
The industrial and commercial parade, underwritten by participating
businesses, would be viewed by tens of thousands of potential customers and
would receive extensive newspaper coverage. On the other hand, cash do-
nations given to the Centennial Commission with no strings attached might
be spent on activities that brought no attention to the donor or to his
company. It is also likely that companies located in the provinces underwrote
Centennial celebrations closer to their places of business. We know, for
example, that in 1869 a railroad company paid for the Independence Day
celebration in Puebla, and that President Jua´rez and his cabinet were among
its honoured guests.26 Moreover, in company towns, such as mining com-
munities in the north, corporate sponsorship of Independence Day cel-
ebrations would have enhanced patron-client relations and pleased municipal
authorities.







Source : Memoria de los trabajos, p. 100.
Table 3. Largest Donors to Fund Centennial Events
Donor Description Amount (pesos)
Various Foreign-owned companies 7,755.30*
El Oro mine Foreign-owned company 3,000.00
Dos Estrellas mine Foreign-owned company 3,000.00
Real del Monte mine Foreign-owned company 3,000.00
San Rafael mine Foreign-owned company 1,000.00
Esperanza manufacturing Foreign-owned company 1,000.00
Ramo´n Corral Interior Secretary** 500.00
Olegario Molina Development Secretary 500.00
Jose´ Limantour Finance Secretary 500.00
Total 20,755.30
* Contribution earmarked for construction of an allegorical ﬂoat honouring the mining
industry.
** Corral was appointed Vice President in 1906.
Source : Memoria de los trabajos, p. 100.
26 Beezley, ‘New Celebrations of Independence ’, in Beezley and Lorey (eds.), Viva Mexico !,
pp. 131–41.
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The Centennial also provided Mexico City’s foreign communities with the
opportunity to improve their image among Mexicans by commissioning
statues of compatriots with positive historical associations with Mexico. For
example, the French commissioned a statue of Louis Pasteur, whose scien-
tiﬁc achievements complemented local eﬀorts to improve public health ; the
Germans unveiled a monument of Alexander von Humboldt, the author of a
famous scholarly account of New Spain; and the US colony paid for a statue
of George Washington, the leader of its revolution against European colonial
rule.27
Among Mexicans, professional groups gave sparsely to the Centennial
Commission. For example, collectively, attorneys contributed 133 pesos,
architects 133 pesos, public notaries 159 pesos, and educators 1,500 pesos.28
Why the tepid response? Despite the push to develop a civil culture, a tra-
dition of giving to support secular celebrations had not developed.
Moreover, most professionals, apart from a few wealthy attorneys, likely had
limited ﬁnancial resources as well as ﬂuid political ties to the regime. Among
the Porﬁrian inner circle, some high-proﬁle cabinet members made re-
spectable donations, but most contributed to the Centenario in other ways.
For example, Justo Sierra and other cabinet members hosted major events,
wealthy elites invited visiting dignitaries to stay in their mansions, and the
gente decente coveted invitations to balls, banquets and fancy receptions, par-
ticularly those events hosted by President and Sra. Dı´az.
Table 4. Principal Expenditures from Federal Centennial Funds and Donations




Centennial Staﬀ Salaries 23,892.53




Album de Centenario Subvention 5,000.00
Grito 3,068.25
Total 187,986.60
Source : Memoria de los trabajos, p. 100.
27 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, p. 59, and below. Improving public hygiene was a theme of the
Centennial, while the tribute to Humboldt complimented the regime’s support of public
education and scholarship. As a gesture of reconciliation, France also returned the keys to
Mexico City that had been taken during the Second Empire. See, El Imparcial, Sept. 18,
1910. On the US colony in Mexico City see, William Schell, Jr., Integral Outsiders : The
American Colony in Mexico City, 1876–1911 (Wilmington, 2001).
28 Garcı´a, ed., Cro´nica Oﬁcial, p. 59.
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The Centennial showcased a variety of activities and services that reveal
important aspects of the government’s agenda. As Table 4 indicates, the cost
of transporting, housing and feeding dozens of foreign journalists and edi-
tors, overwhelmingly from major newspapers in the United States, rep-
resented the largest non-construction related expense. Positive foreign
press coverage of the Centennial would impress foreign investors, promote
Mexico’s image as a modern country, and enhance the reputation of the
regime. No correspondent or editor, no matter how objective he might be,
would be predisposed to harsh criticism after his trip had been underwritten.
Other costly events included the historical procession, which presented a
Liberal version of Mexican history, and a statue for Morelos, a tribute not
aﬀorded to Creole leaders of independence.
As part of the Centennial celebration, federal oﬃcials also unveiled
monuments and buildings built with regularly allocated federal funds. These
structures illustrated a viewpoint or policy of particular historical or pro-
grammatic signiﬁcance to the regime, underscored in speeches and news-
paper reports, which constructed historical associations and celebrated
Liberal leaders and their programmes. These construction costs far sur-
passed other Centennial-related activities and amounted to substantial in-
vestments of federal funds. For example, the cost of the Independence
Monument alone exceeded Mexico’s total expenditures for the 1889
Paris Exhibition.29 Only the largest construction projects completed for
the Centennial appear in Table 5, and ﬁnal costs for some projects are
Table 5. Cost of Major Monuments, Public Buildings and Other Construction Projects





Drainage System, Mexico City 1,986,017
Federal Prison, Mexico City 3,116,947*




** This amount only represents the cost of the land.
*** Paid for primarily through private donations.
Source : Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, Appendix, pp. 58–9; 210–1; Tenenbaum, ‘Streetwise
History : The Paseo de la Reforma and the Porﬁrian State, 1876–1910 ’ in William H. Beezley
et al. (eds.), Rituals of Rule, Rituals of Resistance : Public Celebrations and Popular Culture in
Mexico (Wilmington, 1994), p. 147.
29 Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fairs, p. 50.
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unknown. Also unknown are the costs of renovating and cleaning-up
parks, thoroughfares and streets in preparation for the Centennial cel-
ebration.
Setting and audience
Centennial planners selected as parade routes boulevards that could accom-
modate large allegorical carriages pulled by teams of oxen as well as hundreds
of marchers in the Desﬁle Histo´rico. The routes began at accessible assembly
points and ended at sizeable plazas or open spaces appropriate for closing
ceremonies and the dispersal of marchers. Ideally, ample space would also be
available along the boulevards to accommodate tens of thousands of spec-
tators. The spatial challenges of planning Centennial events surpassed pre-
vious republican era ceremonies, and they provide glimpses of the progress
and contradictions of the Porﬁrian era.
Organisers planned most Centennial parades to unfold along the Paseo de
la Reforma, the grand boulevard that linked the city’s historic centre with its
recently developed western suburbs. Parades began near the western ter-
minus of the thoroughfare at the Nuevo Bosque de Chapultepec, the site of
the presidential palace remodelled by Emperor Maximilian to resemble his
castle on the Adriatic, and terminated at the Plaza de la Constitucio´n, or the
Zo´calo, the ancient capital’s major square and political centre. As Mauricio
Tenorio-Trillo has observed, this area resembled Haussmann’s remodelling
of Paris and it cast the image of an ideal city. The suburb featured mansions
recently built by elites who had ﬂed the inner city, and it enjoyed a variety of
public services largely unavailable to other residents of the capital. For ex-
ample, the area boasted well-maintained public gardens, an electriﬁed trolley
system, street lighting, and modern plumbing and sewer systems. For
Centennial events, the Paseo de la Reforma’s generous width and length
accommodated parades and large crowds, and the trolley made it accessible
to those who could aﬀord the modest fare.30 On the other hand, as parades
and crowds entered into the city centre, streets narrowed and spectators
became compressed and sometimes unruly (see Figures 2 and 3, p. 517).
Glorietas (large roundabouts) featuring impressive monuments honouring
famous people or events intersected the Paseo de la Reforma at strategic
locales and served as snap-shot history lessons for everyday pedestrians and
those viewing Centennial parades. According to Barbara Tenenbaum,
Porﬁrian ‘nationalist mythologizers ’ used monuments and texts to justify
Liberal policies and associate national heroes with Liberal presidents. For
example, the Cuauhtemoc Glorieta, completed in 1887, depicts the martyred
30 Tenorio-Trillo, ‘1910 Mexico City ’, pp. 79–88.
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Aztec ruler as a national hero and political ancestor to Miguel Hidalgo and
Porﬁrio Dı´az, who all seem linked as essential contributors to the formation
of modern Mexico.31
Besides parades, Centennial events included public ceremonies that
sometimes attracted over 100,000 persons. Such occasions required an ex-
panse suitable for large-scale creative imagery and the Zo´calo provided the
perfect setting. As the heart of the ancient capital, it had accommodated
elaborate ceremonies since Aztec times, and impressive buildings rep-
resenting political and religious authority ringed the square’s spacious in-
terior. The national Cathedral, seat of ecclesiastical authority since the
sixteenth century, faced the national and municipal palaces, seats of secular
authority where Liberal politicians sometimes crafted anti-clerical policies.32
The Zo´calo also represented the conﬂuence of rich and poor in Porﬁrian
Mexico. Government oﬃcials worked in the palaces and oﬃces that looked
out onto the square, and the devout among them attended Sunday mass in
the Cathedral. They shared the plaza, however, with an increasingly complex
mix of vendors, artisans, beggars and thieves, who lived within blocks of the
Zo´calo in tenements and ﬂophouses owned by the elite.33 Further east of the
square, tens of thousands of recently arrived peasants, many forced from
their land by hacienda expansion and population pressures, crowded into
crude adobe structures thrown up on the city’s edge. These structures lacked
ventilation, potable water and proper sanitation, and unhealthy conditions
resulted in deadly diseases and high mortality rates.34
The proximity of tenements and slums to the Zo´calo, and the accessibility
of the Paseo de la Reforma via the tramway, made it easier for common
people to attend Centennial events. Vendors would have also viewed spec-
tators as potential customers, and petty thieves as potential victims.35 This
situation presented Centennial organisers with a dilemma. While they en-
couraged large turnouts in order to maximise the events’ political and cultural
messages, problems of social control could also result from overcrowding,
petty thieves and aggressive vendors.
On a more general level, Porﬁrian elites lamented the negative image
created by Mexico City’s underclass, particularly in the eyes of the foreign
visitors whom they wanted to impress. Beginning in 1897, police had begun
31 Barbara A. Tenenbaum, ‘Streetwise History ’, pp. 128–43.
32 Michael Johns, The City of Mexico in the Age of Dı´az (Austin, 1997), p. 7.
33 Ibid., pp. 10–11. 34 Ibid., pp. 10–13.
35 Ibid., pp. 43–4, 51–2. Excellent analyses of the living and working conditions of Mexico
City’s poor can be found in Pablo Piccato, City of Suspects : Crime in Mexico City, 1900–1931
(Durham, 2001), pp. 13–50; and John Lear, Workers, Neighbors, and Citizens : The Revolution in
Mexico City (Lincoln, 2001), pp. 13–143.
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to detain the urban poor and imprison them at a rate of 10,000 per year.
However, for every suspicious person hidden from public view a replace-
ment arrived from the countryside. As the Centennial approached, city of-
ﬁcials required indigenous men to exchange cotton wraps for trousers,
sombreros for felt hats, and sandals for shoes. Similar attempts to alter native
fashion occurred in the provinces, and everywhere they proved unenforce-
able.36
Visitors to Mexico City, therefore, saw modern architecture juxtaposed
with tenements and slums, and Europeanised elites sharing space with
recently arrived peasants who spoke more Nahuatl than Spanish. For
some travellers, this mix of modern and traditional might have been part
of Mexico’s attraction, or at least its distinctiveness. But Mexican elites as-
sumed that visiting dignitaries shared their traditional prejudices about race
and culture, views reinforced by their reading of Social Darwinism and
positivism.
The organisers had prepared for foreign delegations, but had done little in
anticipation of the arrival of large numbers of ordinary visitors arriving from
the provinces and the United States. Such turnouts might have been ex-
pected because of the uniqueness of the Centennial and the existence of a
network of railways, largely built during the Porﬁriato, which linked the capital
with the US border and the intervening provinces. However, the stream of
visitors arriving for the celebration strained the capabilities of local hoteliers
and merchants, as described by Frederick Starr :
Throughout the month all trains reached the city loaded with passengers. Thousands
of young fellows born from mixed parents in the United States, many of whom had
never seen the country of their fathers before, came to visit the land where one or
the other parent was born. Crowds of citizens from the outlying states, who had
never seen the capital, made their ﬁrst trip to the great city, many times taking their
ﬁrst journey on a railroad train. The hotels were crowded, and no rooms were
empty ; crowds were turned away without a place to sleep ; the price of lodging was
doubled, trebled ; rooms in private houses were held at staggering rates ; prices of
restaurants soared upward ; cocheros considered every day a festival and collected
double fares accordingly.37
Foreign delegates and other visiting dignitaries escaped many of these
inconveniences because they had been placed in the best hotels or in the
mansions of elites. The arrival of delegates from the United States, Europe,
Asia and Latin America, indicated Mexico’s growing importance in the global
community. Among larger Western European nations, only Britain declined
to send a delegation, citing oﬃcial mourning over the recent death of
36 Johns, The City of Mexico, pp. 53–6; Moise´s Gonza´lez Navarro, Historia moderna de Me´xico.
El Porﬁriato. La vida social. (Mexico City, 1957), pp. 396–7; Piccato, City of Suspects,
pp. 13–50. 37 Starr, Mexico and the United States, p. 34.
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Edward VII. Nevertheless, Mexico City’s British community still participated
in the festivities and praised President Dı´az for his many accomplishments.38
Spain and the United States sent particularly large delegations, indicative
of the signiﬁcance both nations attached to the occasion. Special
Ambassador Curtis Guild, Jr., the former governor of Massachusetts, led the
US contingent and shared the limelight with Henry Lane Wilson, US
Ambassador to Mexico. Both oﬃcials praised President Dı´az in public cer-
emonies, Guild calling him ‘ the greatest living American’.39 The head of the
Spanish delegation, the Marques de Polavieja, appeared well chosen for the
job. According to Genaro Garcı´a, the Centenario’s oﬃcial chronicler,
Polavieja’s Mexican mother and military background gave him special kin-
ship with General Dı´az. In two showpieces of the Centennial, Polavieja
would present Dı´az with the Order of Carlos III and the uniform of Jose´
Marı´a Morelos, conﬁscated by Spanish oﬃcers after the capture and ex-
ecution of Morelos.40
Delegates and their entourages attended major Centennial events and
social occasions, such as balls, banquets and garden parties, which were closed
to the public. Elites and members of foreign colonies in Mexico City coveted
invitations to these aﬀairs, and local businesses advertised special pro-
motions for the Centenario. Advertisements in the Mexican Herald referred
to the ‘Centenario Season’, and the department store ‘La Ciudad de Londres ’
38 Santo Domingo accepted the invitation but failed to send a delegation. Nicaragua also
accepted but did not send a delegation because the government was overthrown. However,
the well-known poet Ruben Dario, who had been appointed special envoy before the coup,
appeared on the scene and was treated as a special guest of honour. In all, 28 nations
attended the Centennial. Six sent special diplomatic missions (Italy, Japan, the United
States, Germany, Spain and France) ; 18 appointed special envoys (Honduras, Bolivia,
Austria, Cuba, Costa Rica, Russia, Portugal, The Netherlands, Guatemala, El Salvador,
Peru, Panama, Brazil, Belgium, Chile, Argentina, Norway and Uruguay) ; and 3 were rep-
resented by nationals residing in Mexico (Switzerland, Colombia and Venezuela) : Programa
General ; Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 1–32 ; Tenorio-Trillo, ‘1910 Mexico City ’, p. 47, n.
90.
39 Hamilton Holt, ‘Mexico ’, The Independent, 13 Oct. 1910, p. 804. The entire US delegation
consisted of Guild, Representative David J. Foster of Vermont ; Senator Lee S. Overman
of North Carolina ; Senator Simon Guggenheim of Colorado (the Guggenheims had ex-
tensive investments in Mexico through ASARCO); Senator Coe I. Crawford of South
Dakota ; Representative William M. Howard of Georgia ; Representative Edwin Denby of
Michigan; Judge James W. Girard of the Supreme Court of New York; General Harrison
Gray Otis of Los Angeles ; Mr. Charles Alexander Rock of Pittsburgh ; and Mr. Hobart J.
Shanley of Vermont. Family members accompanied many of the delegates. See ‘Mexico :
The Centennial Celebration ’, Bulletin of the International Bureau of the American Republics, Sept.
1910, pp. 538–9.
40 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 70–1. El Imparcial considered Polavieja, a veteran of Spain’s
military campaigns in Northern Africa, as the ideal person to present Dı´az with the award:
El Imparcial, 18 Sept. 1910.
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oﬀered a special selection of clothing as well as perfumes, soaps and powders
chosen by their ‘French artist designer ’ to create a ‘ true Paris eﬀect ’.41
Oﬃcial history in parades and processions
Parades presented an oﬃcial version of Mexican history designed to pro-
mote Mexican Liberalism and to buttress the regime. In form and scale, they
resembled colonial festivals organised by the Crown to communicate cultural
and political messages that facilitated social control.42 Guillermo de Landa y
Escando´n and Jose´ Casaı´n fashioned a ‘Desﬁle Histo´rico ’ as a three-act rep-
resentation of Mexican history. Their choice of subject matter emphasised
the conquest, the colonisation of the Native Americans, and the liberation of
the colony from Spanish rule. The Desﬁle depicted the meeting between
Herna´n Corte´s and Moctezuma outside Tenochtitla´n ; the Paseo del Pendo´n,
the Spanish ceremony that commemorated the conquest ; and the entry into
Mexico City of the Eje´rcito Trigarante.43
In Act One, 809 elaborately costumed individuals representing con-
quistadors and Aztecs began their march at the Plaza de la Reforma and
continued down the Avenidas Jua´rez and San Francisco until they reached
the Zo´calo, where they re-enacted the historic encounter. Moctezuma’s en-
tourage included lords from the valley’s principal city-states, priests, warriors
and servants, all dressed in period costume and weaponry. Moctezuma
himself was carried in an ornate litter (see Figure 1, p. 516). The con-
quistadors, also appropriately attired, followed closely. Corte´s and his cap-
tains led an invading army consisting of cavalry, infantry, crossbowmen,
musketeers, Tlaxcalan warriors, Catholic priests, native servants and Don˜a
Marina, Corte´s’ Indian mistress and interpreter. A drum and bugle corps also
contributed to the ambience.44
In Act Two, the Paseo del Pendo´n procession recreated a colonial ceremony,
without its religious trappings, that celebrated the Spanish conquest of the
Native Americans. The parade consisted of several hundred participants
dressed as colonial oﬃcials of varying ranks as well as Indian oﬃcers rep-
resenting Santiago and Tlaltelolco districts. Men dressed in powdered wigs
and eighteenth-century formal wear marched from the San Hipo´lito temple,
down San Francisco, and into the Zo´calo where they halted at an elaborate
41 The Mexican Herald, 4 Sept. 1910.
42 Curcio-Nagy writes : ‘These festivals were designed as tools of cultural hegemony in that
Spanish oﬃcials sought to utilize festivals and their message as a means of social control.
The Spanish ruling elite sought to dominate subject peoples culturally, inducing sub-
mission, and encourage the acceptance of their political agenda ’ : The Great Festivals, pp. 2–3.
43 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 46–50; Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910’, pp. 98–9.
44 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 46–50; Memoria de los trabajos, pp. 6–9, for photographs of
the Desﬁle Historico with participants in period costume.
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platform decorated with colourful banners emblematic of royal sovereignty.
A colonial oﬃcial presented the banner symbolising Spanish domination
over the natives to the Viceroy, who deposited it in the municipal palace.45
In Act Three, Agustı´n de Iturbide led the victorious ‘Army of the Three
Guarantees ’ into the Zo´calo. Individuals representing Independence-era
generals Vicente Guerrero, Guadalupe Victoria, Manuel Mier y Tera´n and
Anastasio Bustamante, led regiments from the Plaza de la Reforma into the
Zo´calo. The procession also included allegorical carriages dedicated to
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla and Jose´ Marı´a Morelos y Pavo´n, as well as ﬂoats
commemorating the battle of Cuautla, and Tabasco and Sinaloa states.46
El Diario estimated that 200,000 persons witnessed the Desﬁle Histo´rico.47
Photographs and newspaper accounts indicate that organisers attempted to
dress historical ﬁgures, Spaniards and natives alike, appropriately and with
dignity. Nevertheless, the events and cast of characters selected to represent
major historical periods conveyed a Liberal interpretation of Mexican his-
tory. For example, apart from the priests who marched in Corte´s’ entourage,
the Church received no special recognition for its pivotal role in Mexican
history, which reﬂected the Liberals’ anti-clericalism. Moreover, the Paseo
del Pendo´n, chosen to represent the entire colonial era, recreated a civic cer-
emony without religious content that emphasised the conquest and subser-
vience of Native Americans to the state. The selection of this ceremony
shows Liberals’ bias against Indians, as demonstrated in policies such as
the Ley Lerdo, the privatisation of public lands, and forced military service
(La Leva).48
45 Ibid. Garcı´a states that 288 persons participated in the procession, although the original
plan called for 800: Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910 ’, p. 98, fn. 76. See Memoria de los
trabajos, pp. 9–29, for photographs of the Desﬁle Histo´rico with participants in period cos-
tume. In the colonial version of the ceremony, the procession ended at the Cathedral and
included a religious procession. De-emphasising the Church’s role was consistent with
Liberal policy and programming of the Centennial. On the colonial ceremony, see Curcio-
Nagy, The Great Festivals, pp. 78–9. 46 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 46–50.
47 El Diario, 16 Sept. 1910.
48 The Ley Lerdo was intended to dissolve Church estates but was also applied to village
communal property in some regions. The privatisation of public lands, authorised by Dı´az,
denied villagers access to public land and water resources sometimes essential to their
survival. As a rule, pressure on villagers to sell out to large landowners increased during
periods of rising prices for agricultural products, especially during the Porﬁriato. See
Francie R. Chassen-Lo´pez, From Liberal to Revolutionary Oaxaca. The View from the South,
Mexico 1867–1911 (College Station, 2004) ; Chowning, Wealth and Power in Provincial Mexico ;
Robert H. Holden, Mexico and the Survey of Public Lands : The Management of Modernization,
1876–1911 (DeKalb, 1994) ; John Tutino, From Insurrection to Revolution in Mexico : Social Bases of
Agrarian Violence, 1750–1940 (Princeton, 1986) ; and John Womack, Jr., Zapata and the Mexican
Revolution (New York, 1968). Mallon, Peasant and Nation, discusses Liberals’ relations with
selected indigenous communities during the struggle against the French. Conservatives
expressed more paternalistic attitudes toward natives, but they also exploited Indian land
and labour.
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Under these circumstances, some Native Americans refused to participate
in the Desﬁle Histo´rico. Jose´ Casarı´n sent agents to Oaxaca, San Luis Potosı´,
Tlaxcala, Morelos, Chiapas, and the National Penitentiary, searching for
Indians to march in the parade. He also wrote to the governor of Tlaxcala,
Pro´spero Cahuantzi, requesting 110 natives for Corte´s’ entourage ; and to
Governor Manuel Sa´nchez de Rivera of San Luis Potosı´, asking for 250
natives, including 20 local women ‘renowned for their natural beauty ’.49 In
San Luis Potosı´, however, Indians rejected the request to participate as a ruse
to trick them into military service, and General Sa´nchez de Rivera had to
‘convince ’ them to march in the Desﬁle Histo´rico.50
The centennial planners’ quest for authenticity also compelled them to
recruit Spaniards or Spanish-looking Mexicans to portray royal oﬃcials in the
parade.51 This proved easier, however, than integrating Agustı´n de Iturbide,
the Creole pro-Church monarchist, into the liberal interpretation of Mexican
independence. Despite Iturbide’s pivotal role in achieving victory, the
Centennial planners initially refused to include him in the ﬁnal act of the
Desﬁle Histo´rico, which provoked pointed criticism from centres of con-
servatism. The Catholic newspaper, El Tiempo, got right to the point when it
editorialised that the organisers’ ‘preoccupations with sectarianism’ would
cause the public to forget the ‘hero Agustı´n de Iturbide ’. Pressure from
Mexico City’s City Council, a lingering bastion of Spanish inﬂuence, ﬁnally
convinced the Centennial Commission to include Iturbide in the Desﬁle
Histo´rico.52 The conservatives’ ability to alter the parade demonstrates one
area where they could still inﬂuence public policy, despite a thirty-year ab-
sence from the presidency.
Beyond the controversies provoked by historical revisionism, the Desﬁle
Histo´rico presented municipal authorities with problems in crowd control.
People seeking to view the Desﬁle began assembling at ﬁrst light along the
downtown streets that led into the Zo´calo. As the crowd swelled to 200,000
persons, the double row of soldiers wedged in between viewers and the street
proved unable to maintain order. At that juncture, a contingent of mounted
police arrived and ‘with pitiless cruelty ’, in the words of an eyewitness, rode
their horses into the crowd, causing widespread panic especially among
women and children. Fleeing spectators damaged government oﬃces, de-
stroyed furniture, and ended up in jail. In the meantime, persons represent-
ing Herna´n Corte´s, Moctezuma, the Viceroy and other marchers took shelter
49 Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910’, p. 99. 50 El Tiempo, 27 Aug. 1910.
51 Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910’, p. 99.
52 El Tiempo, 29 Sept. 1910. That same year, however, Liberals diminished Iturbide in the
public eye when they removed a reference to him from the national anthem. In the seventh
stanza, the verse was changed from ‘de Iturbide la sacra bandera ’ to ‘de la patria la sacra
bandera ’ : see Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910 ’, p. 102, and fn. 92.
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wherever they could. Two days later, in an address to Congress, President
Dı´az blamed the disturbance on ‘popular violence ’, while El Diario focused
its criticism on inadequate planning by organisers.53
Following the Desﬁle Histo´rico, a parade of allegorical carriages presented
images representing the regime’s achievements. Expensively decorated oxen-
driven ﬂoats underscored Mexico’s material progress, President Dı´az’s his-
torical association with independence leaders, and references to France
meant to suggest cultural and historical associations. The parade featured
carriages dedicated to the themes of commerce, industry, agriculture, mining
and banking, as well as ﬂoats by cigarette manufacturer ‘El Buen Tono’, the
department store ‘El Palacio de Hierro ’, and the cognac ‘Gautier ’. The
carriages formed at the Plaza de la Reforma and paraded down familiar
downtown streets until they reached the Plaza de la Constitucio´n.54 Rowdy
behaviour by large crowds caused delays, forcing oxen to take an hour to
walk a block in some areas, but no major disturbances occurred.55
The ‘Centro Mercantil ’ carriage combined major Centennial themes.56
Decorations included a display of Mexican and French national ﬂags
emblematic of local French mercantile inﬂuence, busts of Miguel Hidalgo
y Costilla representing ‘La Patria ’, Benito Jua´rez symbolising ‘Justice ’,
and Porﬁrio Dı´az ‘Peace ’. Two teams of horses handled by four grooms
dressed in Louis XV period costume associated Mexico with Old Regime
France.
Continuing with the French theme, the ‘Gautier ’ carriage presented a
tavern scene of French peasants and musketeers. The ﬂoat also included a
beautiful display of ﬂowers from Xochimilco, later placed before the urn
containing the remains of independence heroes in the national Cathedral.
The ‘Buen Tono’ ﬂoat also showed French cultural inspiration by depicting
a scene of ‘beautifully dressed’ French courtesans from the era of Louis XV.
53 El Diario, 16 Sept. 1910 ; La Patria, 17 Sept. 1910, ‘ Informe leido por el cuidadano
Presidente de la Republica al abrirse el primer perı´odo de sesiones de 25 Congreso de la
Unio´n ’. Crowd control also proved a problem in 1895 during the lavish state funeral of
Manuel Romero Rubio, a prominent Porﬁrian and Dı´az’s father-in-law: see Matthew D.
Esposito, ‘Death and Disorder in Mexico City : The State Funeral of Manuel Romero
Rubio, ’ in William H. Beezley and Linda A. Curcio-Nagy (eds.), Latin American Popular
Culture : An Introduction (Wilmington, 2000), pp. 87–105. In addition, between 1920 and
1940, crowds celebrating Revolution Day (November 20) sustained injuries from gunshots
ﬁred into the air, knife ﬁghts, car accidents, and other incidents : see David E. Lorey,
‘Postrevolutionary Contexts for Independence Day: The ‘Problem’ of Order and
Invention of Revolution Day, 1920–1940s ’, in Beezley and Lorey (eds.), Viva Mexico !,
pp. 233–49. 54 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 128–32. 55 El Diario, 5 Sept. 1910.
56 The French-owned ‘El Palacio de Hierro ’ department store set the standard for high-end
merchandising in the capital, and elites coveted French clothing and cosmetics : see Ju¨rgen
Buchenau, Tools of Progress : A German Merchant Family in Mexico City, 1865-Present
(Albuquerque, 2004), p. 53.
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The material progress of the Porﬁriato dominated the themes of most
remaining carriages. The ﬂoat representing industry included tributes to
‘ science, work, precision and force ’, encapsulating the cientı´ﬁcos’ ‘Order and
Progress ’ motto, itself patterned after Comte’s positivist writings. The ﬂoat
Fig. 1. Native Americans were recruited and costumed to represent Montezuma and his entourage for the
Desﬁle Histo´rico. Photograph courtesy of the Archivo General de la Nacio´n, Mexico City.
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Fig. 2. As the Desﬁle Histo´rico entered narrow downtown streets, crowds of spectators and allegorical
carriages competed for space. Photograph courtesy of the Archivo General de la Nacio´n, Mexico City.
Fig. 3. Spectators observed the Desﬁle Histo´rico from various vantage points, including sidewalks, bal-
conies, and windows. Photograph courtesy of the Archivo General de la Nacio´n, Mexico City.
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saluting the mining industry was accompanied by a contingent of troops,
perhaps celebrating their contributions as strike breakers, as well as two
elaborately costumed women representing ‘Gold’ and ‘Silver ’, as if they
were pagan goddesses. A contingent of miners with their tools held erect also
accompanied the carriage, like foot soldiers of material progress. The banks’
ﬂoat presented a ‘cornucopia of treasure ’ display, apparently unconcerned
with appearances of excessive proﬁteering, while the agricultural carriage
contained products from several regions attended by colourfully dressed
local farmers.57
Overall, the parade celebrated the business community’s success and the
regime’s commitment to material progress, both of which served as en-
couragement to foreign investors. The Old Regime France motif favoured
by several businesses reminded viewers of Mexico’s historical kinship with
Bourbon France, associated high-end products with French culture and
good taste, and acknowledged French mercantile inﬂuence.
Ceremonies as historical and cultural lessons
Parades provided dramatic visual presentations that conveyed ideological
and promotional messages. But the Centennial also included traditional
ceremonies associated with Independence Day, notably the Grito, which
could be linked by organisers with the achievements of Porﬁrio Dı´az. Special
attention was also given to reconciliation between Mexico and Spain, with
Spaniards taking the initiative by returning the uniform of Morelos and
presenting Dı´az with a highly prestigious honour. Centennial organisers, in
turn, used Morelos’ uniform to promote the fallen leader as a mestizo icon of
Mexican national identity. Elites thus came to terms, at least rhetorically and
symbolically, with Mexico’s racial and cultural evolution as a ‘mestizo
nation’. Although this remained a work in progress, it demonstrated aware-
ness that fashioning a national culture required inclusion of Mexico’s hybrid
masses, a viewpoint later embraced by revolutionary ideologues inspired by
Jose´ Vasconcelos’ invention of mestizos as a ‘cosmic race ’ possessed with
unique physical and intellectual properties.58
Despite Spain’s recognition of Mexican independence decades earlier,
popular antipathy toward Spaniards remained. Many Mexicans regarded
Spaniards as arrogant and money-grubbing, the popular stereotype of the
gachupı´n, a viewpoint likely reinforced by the success of Spanish merchants,
57 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 128–32.
58 Jose´ Vasconcelos, La raza co´smica, misio´n de la raza iberoamericana (Paris, 1925).
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bankers and textile producers during the Porﬁriato.59 As the Grito ap-
proached, a Catholic newspaper feared that Mexico City’s popular classes,
‘ after drinking copious quantities of pulque ’, would celebrate the occasion
by ‘attacking mother Spain and our Spanish brothers ’.60 This fear proved
well grounded. In Tampico, on 14 September, an angry mob attacked the
houses of Spaniards as well as the Spanish Consulate, and pulled down
Spanish ﬂags and bunting displayed to commemorate the Centenario.
Mounted police and the army dispersed the crowd, bayoneted rioters, and
imprisoned 38 suspects. Although local elites formally apologised to the
Spanish community, the episode tainted the celebration and reﬂected anti-
Spanish sentiments among non-elites.61
From Spain’s perspective, the Centenario presented an opportunity to im-
prove its relations with Mexico by honouring Porﬁrio Dı´az. With consider-
able pomp and circumstance, the Marquis de Polavieja presented Dı´az with
the Real y Distinguida Orden de Carlos III, the highest honour that Spain
could bestow on a foreign dignitary. The ‘Collar ’ could be held by only one
person at a time and the recent death of the previous holder, Edward VII of
Britain, made possible its passing to Mexico’s dictator. In his acceptance
speech, Dı´az praised the reforms of Carlos III as enlightened adminis-
tration.62
The Spanish community in Mexico, recognising the opportunity to heal
old wounds, had also suggested the return of Morelos’ uniform to Mexico.
The grateful Mexican government granted the uniform the equivalent of a
state funeral. Like a body in a funeral procession, the uniform rested in an
ornate carriage accompanied by a large contingent of soldiers. At the head of
the procession, an honour guard carried an image of the Virgin of
Guadalupe, Mexico’s Indian patron saint and symbol of the Hidalgo re-
bellion. The procession made its way from the Spanish Embassy to the
National Palace, where President Dı´az hosted a celebration that included
ringing the Cathedral bells, performances by military bands, and a solemn
59 Mario Cerutti, Empresarios espan˜oles y sociedad capitalista en Me´xico (1840–1920) (Asturias, 1995).
With the outbreak of the Revolution, the Spanish and Chinese communities, more than any
other foreign colonies in Mexico, suﬀered from targeted mob violence : see Knight, The
Mexican Revolution, vol. I (Cambridge, 1986), pp. 87, 207–8, 212–3; Cerutti, Empresarios
espan˜oles, pp. 177–91. According to Leonor Ludlow, Spaniards claimed 69,000,000 pesos in
property losses during the Revolution : see ‘Empresarios y banqueros : entre el Porﬁriato y
la Revolucio´n, ’ in Clara Lida (ed.), Una inmigracio´n privilegiada. Comerciantes, empresarios y
profesionales en Me´xico en los siglos XIX y XX (Madrid, 1994), cited in Cerutti, Empresarios
espan˜oles, p. 181. 60 Gonza´lez Navarro, Historia moderna de Me´xico, p. 702.
61 Clarence A. Miller to the Assistant Secretary of State, Tampico to Washington, D.C., 17
Sept. 1910, 812.00/346, US National Archives : RG59, Washington DC.
62 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, p. 70 ; El Imparcial, 18 Sept. 1910. Dı´az also received the Collar
of St. Olaf from the King of Norway, the ﬁrst time a non-European had received the
honour : El Imparcial, 28 Sept. 1910.
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hoisting of the ﬂag that reportedly left everyone in tears.63 In his speech, the
president praised Morelos as Mexico’s ‘greatest hero’ and ‘most famous
man’. The opportunity to hold the fallen leader’s uniform in his hands, the
General continued, constituted ‘ the most satisfying event of my life ’.64
Morelos received similar praise from other dignitaries, who also com-
mented on the importance of the hero’s mestizo heritage. For example,
Ge´naro Garcı´a, the oﬃcial chronicler of the Centenario, wrote that ‘Morelos
is the legendary ﬁgure par excellence. He is also the mestizo who symbolises
the new race with all the greatness of the others, and, for this reason,
Morelos is the genuine representative of Mexican nationality ’.65 In major
addresses, Isidro Fabela, the intellectual-politician and future revolutionary,
praised Morelos as the greatest independence era leader and ‘ the genius of
our race ’, while Foreign Minister Enrique Creel and Education Minister
Justo Sierra compared Morelos to Napoleon, while giving only scant atten-
tion to the Creole leader Iturbide.66
The Liberal elite’s promotion of Morelos can be viewed as part of a
strategy to fashion an inclusive national culture centred on secular heroes, as
opposed to celebration of Catholic saints and holidays. Despite the fact that
he had been a priest, Morelos’ excommunication by ecclesiastical authorities
and execution by the Crown made him an eﬀective symbol of Liberal anti-
Church and anti-monarchist convictions. If the Virgin of Guadalupe could
be the national patron saint, a position supported by the Dı´az government,
then Morelos could be a mestizo national hero.
The inclusion of mestizos in the Liberal’s structuring of national identity
turned on practical considerations. Justo Sierra and other elites had largely
given up on Indians as productive citizens, and they viewed mestizos as
useful replacements in the work place. For the cientı´ﬁcos, the Indians’ ignor-
ance and religiosity had retarded Mexico’s development and modernity.
Sierra’s praise of mestizo ‘virility ’ stemmed from racist assumptions and
materialist objectives. For example, he wrote that ‘We need to attract im-
migrants from Europe so as to obtain a cross with the indigenous race_ for
only European blood can keep the level of civilisation that has produced our
nationality from sinking, which would mean regression, not evolution. ’67
Antonio Garcı´a Cubas, a prominent geographer and intellectual, viewed
Mexico’s natural socio-racial order as Euro-Mexicans running government
and business, mestizos working in the factories and ﬁelds, and urban Indians
wallowing in degeneration.68 Even Porﬁrio Dı´az, himself a mestizo with
dark Indian features, felt uncomfortable with his physical appearance and
63 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 70–5. 64 El Diario, 18 Sept. 1910.
65 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, p. 70. 66 Ibid., pp. 53 and 67–8.
67 Quoted in Robert M. Buﬃngton, Criminal and Citizen in Modern Mexico (Lincoln, 2000),
pp. 146–7. 68 Discussed in Tenorio-Trillo, Mexico at the World’s Fairs, p. 89.
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sprinkled powder on his face to appear whiter.69 For Porﬁrian elites, France
stood at the pinnacle of Western civilisation, and in fashion and ceremony
they emulated French designs and symbols to achieve high culture and
gain the approval of Europeans.70 The Centenario provided an ideal occasion
for promoting Liberal constructions of nationalism and secular heroes.
The traditional Grito celebration, commemorating Miguel Hidalgo’s call to
rebellion, featured a patriotic presidential speech at midnight in a party-like
atmosphere in the Zo´calo. Since the Grito coincided with Dı´az’s birthday,
organisers used the event to link Hidalgo the liberator with Dı´az the peace-
maker, a lesson that resonated with the foreign press. For example, the New
York Times’ correspondent wrote :
Mexico’s celebration of the 100th anniversary of martyred Father Hidalgo’s proc-
lamation of independence has been coupled with an equally impressive celebration
of the eightieth anniversary of the birth of that wonderful old man, Porﬁrio Dı´az.
Who can doubt that the supposedly lesser includes the seemingly greater? Mexico’s
centennial of independence is unquestionably another manifestation of the power of
the president.71
In preparation for the Grito, organisers decorated the downtown area with
a display of patriotic symbols in national colours, including neon signs on the
cathedral reading ‘1810 Libertad ’ and ‘1910 Progreso’72 which graphically
linked the independence and Porﬁrian eras and symbolised the Church’s
subservience to the Liberal state. In eﬀect, the national centre of ecclesiastical
authority and prestige had been reduced to a billboard for a secular
celebration.
Despite rain and cold weather, an estimated 100,000 persons crowded into
the Zo´calo and watched the ﬁreworks that preceded Dı´az’s speech.73 Likely
fortiﬁed by pulque and vendor food, celebrants might have glanced upward
and noticed elites and diplomats enjoying a ﬁne dinner on the presidential
balcony above. Suddenly, gunshots rang out. A throng of demonstrators,
pushing their way through the thick wall of people to the base of the
National Palace, hoisted a large portrait of Francisco Madero and shouted
69 Claudio Lomnitz, Deep Mexico, Silent Mexico : An Anthropology of Nationalism (Minneapolis,
2001), p. 51.
70 See, for example, attempts to invoke French models in ﬂoat designs for the Desﬁle Histo´rico,
and French-style clothing and cosmetics advertised in Mexico City dailies. Commenting on
elite tastes during the Porﬁriato, Octavio Paz observed: ‘We were reduced to a unilateral
imitation of France, which had always ignored us ’ : The Labyrinth of Solitude, trans. Lysander
Kemp et al. (New York, 1985), p. 134.
71 New York Times, 16 Sept. 1910. For a list of foreign newspapers with correspondents in
Mexico City for the Centenario see El Diario, 16 Sept. 1910. The vast majority of reporters
represented US publications, although The Toronto Globe and The Times of London also sent
journalists. All of these newspapers printed articles on the Centenario.
72 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 142–50 ; Starr, Mexico and the United States, pp. 65–6.
73 El Tiempo, 17 Sept. 1910 ; Starr, Mexico and the United States, p. 61.
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maderista slogans. Federico Gamboa, the Sub-Secretary of Foreign Relations,
calmed the alarmed German Ambassador Karl Bunz by ‘suavely lying ’ that it
was a pro-Dı´az demonstration.74
Frederick Starr witnessed another maderista demonstration that disrupted
the Centenario. Near the Columbus glorieta along the Paseo de la Reforma a
large group representing Anti-Re-Electionist organisations had gathered with
banners that announced their names (‘The Daughters of Cuauhtemoc’ and
‘The Benito Jua´rez Anti-Re-electionist League ’, for example). Starr observed
that the maderistas appeared to be ‘common people ’ led by professional-
looking men in suits. Their orderly, even digniﬁed, protest was violently
attacked by the chief of the mounted police, Castro, who ordered his cavalry
with swords drawn into the crowd again and again, only to see the maderistas
re-assemble in orderly fashion, similar to the tactics employed by non-violent
civil rights demonstrators in India and the United States. Finally, police on
foot encircled the maderistas and forced them to disband. Many of the sus-
pected leaders, presumably those in the suits, were arrested and taken to the
notorious Bele´m prison.75 Such bravery in the face of police violence sug-
gested troubles ahead for the regime.
Educating the people
The Porﬁrian state’s model for stability and modernity combined political
repression with social and institutional reforms, including public education,
secularisation and the scientiﬁc treatment of criminals and the mentally ill.
The Centennial provided an ideal opportunity for the regime to showcase
these programmes before its citizens and an international audience.
Ceremonies featured groundbreaking for a new penitentiary, the opening of
a modern asylum for the insane, and the celebration of new schools and
educational congresses.
For Liberals, public schools served as vehicles for national integration
through scientiﬁc learning and formation of a civic culture. President Dı´az,
in his famous interview with the US journalist, James Creelman, in 1908,
stated :
I want to see education throughout the Republic carried on by the national
Government. I hope to see it before I die. It is important that all citizens of a
republic should receive the same training, so that their ideals and methods may be
harmonized and the national identity intensiﬁed. When men read alike they are more
likely to act alike.76
74 Federico Gamboa,Mi Diario. Mucho de mi vida y algo de los otros, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1938), vol. II,
pp. 189–91. 75 Starr, Mexico and the United States, pp. 50–1.
76 James Creelman, ‘President Dı´az, Hero of the Americas ’, reprinted in Gilbert M. Joseph
and Timothy J. Henderson (eds.), The Mexico Reader : History, Culture, Politics (Durham,
2002), p. 290.
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The importance of public education is shown by the stature of the
dignitaries who hosted school openings and educational congresses during
the Centenario. For example, the president himself oﬃciated at the opening of
a new normal school for primary school teachers, and Justo Sierra hosted
government-sponsored educational congresses, including the Primer
Congreso Nacional de Estudiantes, the Primer Congreso Nacional de
Educacio´n Primaria, and the Congreso Internacional de Americanistas.
The latter event included a tour of the recently reconstructed Teotihuaca´n,
and speeches by eminent anthropologists Edward Seler and Franz Boaz.77
Following the Congress, Boaz remained in Mexico to become the ﬁrst di-
rector of the government-sponsored International School of Anthro-
pology.78 President Dı´az also hosted the opening of the newly remodelled
Museo Nacional de Arqueologia, Historia y Etnologia, which featured a
beautifully carved Aztec sacriﬁcial altar, incorrectly identiﬁed by archae-
ologists as the ‘Aztec Calendar ’, (see Figure 4), as well as a massive stone
sculpture of the Aztec Water God. This exhibit also featured several con-
temporary Indians dressed in ancient Aztec attire. The inauguration of a new
national university, which replaced the sixteenth-century institution founded
by the Catholic Church, drew prominent scholars from major universities in
Europe and the United States. Among those receiving honorary degrees
were Theodore Roosevelt, Andrew Carnegie, and the prominent cientı´ﬁco,
Jose´ Y. Limantour.79
Academic papers, museum displays and reconstructed archaeological sites
reﬂected elites’ ambivalence toward Mexico’s native sons. Cultures that
could build Teotihuaca´n or carve elaborate stone sculptures demonstrated
impressive engineering and artistic skills worthy of universal admiration and
investigation. By drawing attention to these achievements, Porﬁrian elites
wanted observers to connect ancient greatness with contemporary Mexico,
without associating Pre-Columbian natives with contemporary Indians.
Beyond displaying Indian models in Aztec costumes as living manikins (or as
77 Garcia (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 225–35. The cost of constructing the normal school, not
including the land, totaled 1,190,977 pesos : ibid., pp. 199–200.
78 Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910 ’, p. 100.
79 Garcia (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 200–05; El Imparcial, 23 Sept. 1910. Universities sending
prominent scholar-administrators included Paris, Berlin, Geneva, Oviedo, Columbia,
Pennsylvania, Berkeley, Stanford, Chicago and Texas. The Aztec sacriﬁcial stone is cur-
rently displayed in the Museo Nacional de Antropologı´a. The exhibit includes a statement
explaining how for decades archaeologists wrongly mis-labelled the stone as the Aztec
calendar, but discovered its true identity after deciphering more Nahuatl script and sym-
bols.
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Fig. 4. President Dı´az posed before the Aztec sacriﬁcial stone incorrectly identiﬁed as the Aztec calendar. Such
displays drew attention to Mexico’s glorious Pre-Columbian heritage. Photograph courtesy of the Archivo
General de la Nacio´n, Mexico City.
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historical props in the Desﬁle Histo´rico), the Centenario organisers attempted to
hide them.80
This disassociation of ancient and contemporary indigenous cultures had
parallels in other parts of the world. As Benedict Anderson has observed,
colonial regimes in Southeast Asia systematically disconnected ancient cul-
tures responsible for building impressive cities and shrines from their pov-
erty-stricken descendants. For example, in Indonesia the Dutch argued that
ancient and contemporary natives belonged to diﬀerent races, and in Burma
the British claimed that natives had suﬀered a profound secular decadence
that rendered them incapable of replicating their ancestors’ achievements.
Reconstructed archaeological sites also constantly reminded impoverished
natives living in the vicinity of their incapacity for greatness or even self-
determination. In eﬀect, colonial states (or former colonies like Mexico)
appropriated indigenous cultural achievements of timeless value for their
own political purposes.81
In Mexico eminent scholars and political leaders alike succumbed to racist
assumptions and pseudo-scientiﬁc explanations to explain contemporary
natives’ social degradation and poverty. For example, at the Americanistas
meeting in Mexico City, anthropologists concluded that Indians were racially
inferior based on their skull and bone structure. Jesu´s Dı´az de Leo´n, a
member of the Sociedad Indianista Mexicana, presented a more optimistic view.
He saw Mexico’s indigenous as engaging in a contest of survival of the ﬁttest,
with the Aztecs having ‘converted others into food for their nutritional
needs ’. In the end, the most biologically ﬁt would survive and participate in
Mexico’s development. Justo Sierra, for his part, returned to the solution of
mestizaje.82
Apart from race mixture, Porﬁrians concluded that any hope for the
Indian rested in secular education. A scientiﬁc education would strip natives
of their religious superstitions and fashion patriotic citizens appreciative of
secular heroes, such as Morelos, Jua´rez and Dı´az. The new normal school
and national university that opened during the Centenario symbolised the
80 Rebecca Earle argues that independence era leaders in Spanish America initially sought
symbolic association between newly independent nations and pre-Columbian empires,
such as the Incas and the Aztecs, to illustrate the breaking away from the Spanish empire.
However, Creole elites soon disassociated themselves and their countries from Indians in
national symbols such as coins, statues and place names : see ‘Sobre Heroes y Tumbas :
National Symbols in Nineteenth-Century Spanish America ’, Hispanic American Historical
Review, vol. 85, no. 3 (2005), pp. 375–417. Also see Rebecca Earle, ‘Creole Patriotism and
the Myth of the ‘Loyal Indian ’, Past and Present, no. 172 (2001), pp. 125–46; and D. A.
Brading, The First America : The Spanish Monarchy, Creole Patriots and the Liberal State, 1492–1867
(Cambridge, 1991), pp. 603–74.
81 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities. Reﬂections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism,
2nd ed. (New York, 1991), pp. 180–2.
82 Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910 ’, pp. 100–1.
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regime’s commitment to public education at all levels of instruction.
The process of transforming Indians and mestizos into acculturated
citizens through public education, however, remained a work in progress.
Despite signiﬁcant increases in education budgets, especially at the provincial
level, national literacy rates improved only modestly from 14.4 per cent to
19.7 per cent between 1895 and 1910. In Mexico City, the nation’s cultural
and academic centre, literacy rates stood at an estimated 45 per cent in
1900.83
During this period, many countries struggled to overcome widespread
illiteracy and to forge national identities. As Eugen Weber has shown, French
villagers lived in isolation and ignorance. The process of turning peasants
into Frenchmen required public education, industrialisation, internal
migration, and ultimately participation in the First World War.84 The process
of turning peasants into Mexicans required similar steps that accelerated
during the Porﬁriato and continued after the Revolution of 1910.
The Centenario, Ge´naro Garcı´a proudly wrote, did not cater exclusively to
‘upper class ’ concerns but included many acts of ‘public charity ’. His most
prominent example was the new asylum, the Manicomio General, opened
with great fanfare by President Dı´az in Mixcoac, outside Mexico City. The
new facility, built by the president’s son Porﬁrio Dı´az, Jr., for over 2,000,000
pesos, replaced two colonial institutions founded by the Catholic Church in
1576 and 1700. The asylum complex consisted of twenty-four buildings and
two pavilions that included doctors’ oﬃces (including separate gynaecologi-
cal examination rooms), mortuary, dissection chamber, living quarters for
staﬀ, kitchen, cafeteria, laundry, workshops and stables. Patients were seg-
regated by illness and sex. According to Garcı´a, this new facility placed
Mexico in the forefront of mental health treatment among the most ad-
vanced nations.85
However commendable the Manicomio may have been, it is instructive
that Garcı´a considered it an act of charity, rather than a social service ex-
pected from a modern, secular state. From the regime’s perspective, this new
state-sponsored charitable enterprise would ideally foster paternalistic ties
between the state and the masses, supposedly at the expense of the Catholic
Church. Garcı´a’s characterisation of mental illness as a lower-class problem
83 Vaughan, The State, Education, and Social Class, pp. 39–40; Piccato, A City of Suspects, p. 22.
Speakers of indigenous languages, of course, presented special problems for the purposes
of secular education. The 1910 census listed one-third of Mexicans as Indians, but by using
social and somatic deﬁnitions a larger percentage of the population could be classiﬁed as
indigenous. For the diﬃculty of deﬁning Indians amidst shifting political and ideological
inﬂuences, see Alan Knight, ‘Racism, Revolution, and Indigenismo ’, pp. 71–4.
84 Eugen Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen. The Modernization of Rural France, 1870–1914 (Stanford,
1976). 85 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 109–20.
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also mirrors elite prejudices’ concerning the inherent shortcomings of
Indians and poor mestizos. Mentally troubled elites (and they must have
existed) could consult psychiatrists whose services lay beyond the ﬁnancial
reach or knowledge of others, or they could possibly withdraw from public
view under the protection of family members.
Patriotic symbols
Institutional improvements unveiled during the Centenario promoted mod-
ernisation and a new civic culture, which also resonated in patriotic cer-
emonies, monuments of heroes and historic events, and eye-catching
political symbols. One ceremony featured Father Hidalgo’s baptismal font,
described by Frederick Starr as notably ugly and artistically ordinary. The
font arrived from Cuitzeo, destined for display in the National History and
Ethnology Museum, and planners arranged for a special procession from the
train station to a ﬁnal resting place. They added sentimentality and scope to
the font’s journey, moreover, by arranging for the presence of Hidalgo’s
granddaughter, Guadalupe Hidalgo y Costilla, as well as 30,000 school-
children.86 By associating the priest with his progeny, real and symbolic,
organisers gave the event an endearing, familial character. Catholics, how-
ever, may have been unsettled by the visual results of Father Hidalgo’s failed
celibacy.
Children also appeared as key participants in a large-scale patriotic cer-
emony based on pledging allegiance to the ﬂag, with overtones of pledging
allegiance to the national dictator. Organised as a special ﬂag day, approxi-
mately 40,000 children assembled at 11 parks and plazas throughout the city
and saluted the ﬂag in special ceremonies. The largest group, numbering
6,000, gathered in the Zo´calo with President Dı´az presiding. Frederick Starr
left us this description.
The greatest interest of course was at the central plaza of the city, where the cel-
ebration was witnessed by President Diaz and the members of his cabinet. When
they appeared upon the balcony of the national palace, they were greeted with cheers
and the waving of thousands of national ﬂags. After some music, hundreds of the
smallest children, with a little ﬂag in one hand and a bouquet of ﬂowers in the other,
advanced to the great ﬂag which had been raised and deposited their ﬂowers. After
that, the thousands of other children advanced in orderly groups and, passing be-
neath the national emblem, repeated the vow of allegiance to the ﬂag, and sang the
Song to the Banner which had been written for the occasion. After all had saluted
the ﬂag, the army of children sang the national hymn, all kneeling at the passage
where the national land is invoked, and remaining in a kneeling position to the
86 Starr, Mexico and the United States, p. 39 ; Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, p. 182.
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close of the stanza. When they arose, they waved their ﬂags to the President with
enthusiastic vivas, while the bells of the cathedral pealed.87
The ceremony created the image of patriotic devotion by kneeling children
simultaneously saluting the patria and President Dı´az to the endorsement of
cathedral bells.
Artifacts representing independence and nationalism could range in size
from commemorative stamps to massive marble monuments. A notable
stamp juxtaposed a portrait of Hidalgo labelled ‘1810 Libertad ’ with a por-
trait of Dı´az labelled ‘1910 Paz’, thus creating an historical association be-
tween the man who started independence and the one who stabilised it (see
Figure 5). Although small in size, stamps, posters, and other portable devices
eﬀectively conveyed political messages sometimes lost in elaborately de-
signed monuments or buildings intended for the same purpose. For example,
at the opposite end of the visual scale, Centennial organisers erected an
independence monument in a glorieta along the Paseo de la Reforma. Antonio
Rivas Mercado, a French-trained architect, designed a rectangular base
adorned with bronze statues that featured a boy leading a lion, representing
‘ the people, strong in war and docile in peace ’, and four seated women,
representing Peace, Law, Justice and War. Additional bronze statues
Fig. 5. A commemorative stamp issued for the 1910 Centennial links Hidalgo the liberator with Dı´az the
peacemaker. Photograph courtesy of the Archivo General de la Nacio´n, Mexico City.
87 Starr, Mexico and the United States, p. 42 ; Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, pp. 186–7; El Tiempo,
6 Sept. 1910.
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honoured independence heroes Morelos, Guerrero, Bravo and Hidalgo, with
the latter in the centre position holding a ﬂag.88 The monument’s deﬁning
characteristic, however, consisted of a towering column capped by a statue
of a bare-breasted, winged woman partially clothed in Grecian robes. She
represented ‘Winged Victory ’, a symbol of republican liberty widely re-
cognised in Europe.89 For Mexicans, however, the statue looked like an
angel, and the monument has been known ever since as ‘The Angel ’.90
Centennial organisers also marked the occasion by unveiling a monument
unmistakably dedicated to Benito Jua´rez, the principal architect of La
Reforma. Located astride the Avenida Jua´rez bordering the Alameda, the
marble structure featured Jua´rez seated on a throne, ﬁtted with a gardenia
crown and attended by two allegoric women representing Glory and Mexico.
According to John Hubert Cornyn, writing for the Mexican Herald, the Doric
monument represented Jua´rez as ‘ strong, ’ ‘unadorned’, ‘ severe ’ and as
‘pure ’ as the white Italian marble itself.91 Constructed at a cost of 390,685
pesos, the structure also featured two bronze lions designed by Paris-trained
sculptor Guillermo Ca´rdenas.92
The inclusion of the Jua´rez monument in the Centenario linked the so-
called ‘Beneme´rito de las Ame´ricas ’, also known as the ‘Mexican Moses ’, to his
Liberal heir, Porﬁrio Dı´az. Jua´rez’s successful imposition of Liberal reforms,
including widespread conﬁscation of Church property, created the secular
framework for Dı´az’s ‘Order and Progress ’ regime. Jua´rez, a full-blooded
Zapotec Indian, also symbolised acculturation through secular education and
rejection of Catholicism, positions which he advocated and personiﬁed. His
presentation in pure, white marble represents the transformation of an
Indian into the acculturated Mexican who symbolises modernity, secularism
and liberalism.93
Porﬁrians in the provinces also recognised the Centennial through a var-
iety of construction projects. Oﬃcials unveiled new monuments, parks,
libraries, schools, public lighting, telegraph and telephone lines, pavilions and
municipal palaces. In the category of public buildings, Oaxaca, the birthplace
88 Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910 ’, p. 95; Barbara A. Tenenbaum, ‘Streetwise History ’,
p. 147. 89 Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910’, p. 95.
90 Other examples of failed historical associations elsewhere can be noted. For example,
Mussolini’s ornate reconstruction of Augustus’ imperial bath in Rome included many
symbolic linkages of fascism with imperial Rome, but the Piazzale Augusto Imperatore
lacked charm and clarity and blurred the historical association : see Spiro Kostok, ‘The
Emperor and the Duce : The Planning of Piazzale Augusto Imperatore in Rome, ’ in Henry
A. Millon and Linda Nachlin (eds.), Art and Architecture in the Service of Politics (Cambridge,
Mass., 1978), pp. 270–325. 91 Mexican Herald, 25 Sept. 1910.
92 Garcı´a (ed.), Cro´nica Oﬁcial, p. 174 ; Tenorio-Trillo, ‘Mexico City in 1910 ’, p. 97.
93 The unveiling of the Jua´rez Monument during the Centenario upset devout Catholics in
Guadalajara, who protested to a local newspaper that La Reforma was ‘anti-religious ’ : see
El Tiempo, 24 Sept. 1910.
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of both Jua´rez and Dı´az, led the way with 64 new facilities. Guerrero and
Oaxaca, both predominately Indian provinces, opened 141 and 51 new
schools, respectively, which far outpaced other states.94 The city of Ciudad
Jua´rez, across the border from El Paso, unveiled a statue of its namesake to
the applause of 25,000 celebrants.95 Throughout Mexico, the Centennial
celebrated national unity, Liberal rule and material progress.
The Centennial also provided foreign nations with the opportunity to
acknowledge their friendly relations with Mexico by donating statues of
historic ﬁgures. For example, Kaiser Wilhelm presented Mexico with a statue
of Alexander von Humboldt, and sent his nephew to Mexico to attend the
unveiling. President Dı´az himself hosted the event, and Frederick Starr left
us with this eyewitness account :
The ceremony of the unveiling of the statue had been indeﬁnitely announced to take
place in the forenoon, and by 10 o’clock a crowd had gathered ; by 11 the place was
jammed; by 12 it was a surging and pushing mob – though a good-natured one.
Probably not one in twenty of the crowd that stood there jostling in the hot sunshine
knew or cared what was taking place. There was indeed some query as to why the
monument? Who Humboldt was? Whether he was a Mexican? A general? When
he was declared to be a German some wanted to know whether there was a diﬀer-
ence between the Germans and the Gringos Americanos. It was with diﬃculty that the
police now and then opened a passage for man or vehicle through the crowd.
Occasionally a bola of ragamuﬃns formed, and by sheer weight-strength, for fun,
forced its way through the struggling mass. When ﬁnally at noon the German
Ambassador and a committee from the colony arrived with an escort of 200 marines
from the German man-of-war, the crowd went into ecstasy, and a wave of vivas
followed them. Other delegations arrived in coaches, then the cabinet, and last of all
President Diaz heralded of course by the national hymn. The President was received
at the door of the library building and conducted to the platform. The German
chorus of male voices sang some selections, and after some preliminary speeches,
the Ambassador made the formal address of presentation.96
The president’s decision to attend suggests the importance of harmonious
Mexican-German relations to the regime. The reaction of the crowd, how-
ever, indicates that the occasion carried diﬀerent meanings for dignitaries
than it did for the audience. According to Starr, some of those in attendance
could not have come to celebrate Humboldt or to applaud close ties with
Germany, since they did not know of either the man or the country. Instead,
they probably came out of curiosity to see important people, to listen to
speeches, to enjoy the music, and to experience the moment. Vendors and
petty thieves, who were likely in attendance, would have had more particular
reasons for being there. In sum, the event held political signiﬁcance for the
Mexican and German politicians, who may have succeeded in educating the
94 Memoria de los trabajos, pp. 63–99. 95 Kansas City Journal, 19 Sept. 1910.
96 Starr, Mexico and the United States, p. 54.
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audience a little about Humboldt and Germany. But the majority of those in
attendance seemed interested in simply having a good time.
Among foreign nations, the United States had the most at stake in Mexico
in terms of geo-politics and investments by its companies and citizens. In his
memoirs US Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson praised the Centennial cel-
ebration as the ‘crowning event ’ of President Dı´az’s career. He mentioned
the careful preparations, including the ‘ large sums of money’ spent ‘ in
publicity and in securing the presence of notable and distinguished people ’,
and the fabulous balls, banquets and monuments.97 Wilson himself had
presided over the dedication of the monument to George Washington, with
President Dı´az, the cabinet, the diplomatic corps, and other foreign digni-
taries in attendance. The Ambassador made no mention of the general
public, however, which can be read as indiﬀerence to their viewpoint. It is
with sincere sadness that Wilson lamented Dı´az’s denouement, expressing
regret at the Mexicans’ inability to appreciate their messiah.
The celebration closed with the impressive ceremony of the apotheosis, followed by
a magniﬁcent ball, over which the President and Mrs. Diaz presided with true
monarchical dignity and ceremony. Diaz was crowned the saviour and ruler of
Mexico, but even while the acclamations of vast throngs were reverberating through
the palaces and streets of Mexico City, the hour of disaster was drawing nigh ; the
great structure which had been built up by the wisdom, sobriety and patriotism of
one man had not been built strong enough to withstand the storms which presently
broke forth ; from the pinnacle which he had reached, Dı´az fell to an abyss and with
him fell his country.98
Conclusion
Wilson’s lament captures his genuine regret over Dı´az’s demise, as the am-
bassador demonstrated by conspiring in Francisco Madero’s overthrow and
the imposition of General Victoriano Huerta.99 More broadly, Wilson’s
comments also reﬂect the attitude of most foreigners in Mexico towards the
Dı´az administration, whose policies had created a favourable business cli-
mate for overseas investors. For many of them, the Centennial’s portrayal of
Mexico as a land of economic opportunity reﬂected reality, an image not
entirely sullied by the Revolution.100
97 Henry Lane Wilson, Diplomatic Episodes in Mexico, Belgium and Chile (New York, 1925),
p. 189. 98 Ibid., p. 190. 99 Knight, The Mexican Revolution, vol. I, pp. 485–90.
100 Despite new restrictions on foreign investment, some major US ﬁrms proved tenacious in
protecting their interests. Moreover, new economic opportunities emerged in the 1920s,
and by 1926 foreign investment exceeded pre-revolutionary levels : Roger D. Hansen, The
Politics of Mexican Development (Baltimore, 1971), pp. 17 and 30.
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Besides heralding Mexico as a haven for investors, Centennial organisers
used the occasion to promote secular heroes and liberalism through words
and images. This reﬂected an international trend to use centenaries of his-
torical events to shape political and cultural viewpoints, as witnessed by
centennials of the French Revolution and US Independence. Such occasions
also had the unintended consequence of providing public forums for ex-
pressions of opposing viewpoints.
In 1910, Centennial organisers portrayed Hidalgo, Morelos, Jua´rez and
Dı´az as linked together as creators of a modern Mexico committed to ma-
terial progress, secularism, political stability, public education and science.
These hallmarks of Liberal public policy were subsequently appropriated and
re-packaged by the revolutionary state, which promoted revolutionary
nationalism through public schools, state-sponsored festivals (including
Independence Day and Revolution Day), separation of Church and state,
and authoritarian rule.
In a deﬁning moment of the Centennial celebration, organisers used the
return of Morelos’ uniform to portray him as a mestizo icon and symbol of
national unity. Elites praised Morelos as the proto-typical national hero, gave
his uniform the equivalent of a state funeral, and erected a statue of the
mestizo general. Elevation of Morelos can be linked to Liberal elites’ pro-
motion of mestizos as replacements for Indians in the work force, a prag-
matic strategy of cultural inclusion based largely on material need. The
symbolic linkage of mestizaje with national identity laid the foundation for a
revolutionary discourse, moreover, as represented by Jose´ Vasconcelos’
promotion of mestizos as ‘ la raza co´smica ’ and Octavio Paz’s musings
about Mexicans’ conﬂicted racial and cultural identity in The Labyrinth of
Solitude.101
The Centennial celebration also reﬂected many of the contradictions of
the Porﬁriato and Mexican liberalism. Events staged for mass consumption,
such as the Desﬁle Histo´rico, had a popular character and attempted to con-
struct historical memory among Mexicans from all social classes and ethnic
groups. At the same time, however, organisers spent lavishly on banquets,
receptions and balls, reserved exclusively for elites and foreign dignitaries.
The Centennial also revealed France’s contradictory ideological and cul-
tural inﬂuence on Mexico. The French Revolution had inspired indepen-
dence-era rebels and republicanism, Auguste Comte’s scientiﬁc materialism
guided the Porﬁrians, and the Parisian training of Mexican sculptors found
expression in monuments created for the Centenario. On the other hand,
Liberal elites’ aristocratic pretensions surfaced in their representations of Old
Regime France in the Desﬁle Histo´rico, and Mexican Conservatives, much like
101 See Knight, ‘Racism, Revolution, and Indigenismo ’, for more discussion on this topic.
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their French counterparts, defended the Church against the current of
secular revolution.
Spain’s prominent role in the Centennial underscored divisions within
Mexican society and politics. Both the Spanish government and Spaniards
living in Mexico viewed the Centennial as an opportunity to achieve rec-
onciliation withMexico: as Spain awarded President Dı´az the Order of Carlos
III and returned Morelos’ uniform. Both gestures were well received by
Liberal elites, but anti-Spanish sentiment remained strong among non-elites
and turned increasingly violent with the outbreak of the Revolution.
The Centennial also revealed Liberal elites’ contradictory views of pre-
Columbian cultures and contemporary Indians. The Centennial featured
tours of Teotihuaca´n, the unveiling of Aztec artistic treasures, scholarly
conferences on pre-Columbian culture, and a recreation of the historic en-
counter between Moctezuma and Corte´s. At the same time, however, ordi-
nances required Indians to exchange traditional dress for European-style
clothing, city fathers removed natives from Mexico City’s streets, legislation
took away Indians’ land, and the government encouraged acculturation
through mestizaje.
Following Dı´az’s overthrow, revolutionary indigenismo celebrated pre-
Columbian and contemporary indigenous cultures in ethnographies, ex-
cavations and exhibitions. Nevertheless, educational programmes still stres-
sed acculturation of Indians into mestizos, while somehow preserving salient
features of indigenous culture.102 Revolutionary nationalism also demonised
the Porﬁrians and celebrated revolutionary leaders, while it still linked the
Revolution with many heroes celebrated in the Centennial. For example,
Diego Rivera’s mural in the National Palace juxtaposed images of evil and
rapacious conquistadors, clergy, Porﬁrians, and foreigners, with images of
heroic Aztecs, Hidalgo, Morelos, Jua´rez and Zapata. Needless to say, sym-
bolically linking Indians with revolutionary change has not empowered
Native Americans, turned them into mestizos or solved their poverty, as the
recent Zapatista Movement reminds us.103 Looking south to Bolivia,
President Evo Morales’ linkage of revolutionary promises with indigenous
nationalism creates another contested vision of a patria as we approach the
bicentennial of Latin American independence.
102 Ibid.
103 See John Womack, Jr. (ed.), Rebellion in Chiapas : An Historical Reader (New York, 1998).
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